
HOW TO WRITE A HOOK BRIDGE AND THESIS OUTLINE

The hook grabs the readers attention. The bridge transitions. The thesis tells the reader exactly what the essay is about.
Hook: generalization. Americans love to.

Hook: fact or statistic Every day, millions of people around the country get into their cars and drive alone to
work. You may also see Parallel Sentence Example. What can changing our perspective do for us? Select two
quotes to support EACH point. Fused Sentence Examples and Corrections Defining Bridge Sentences A
bridge sentence, also known as a paragraph bridge, is a type of topic sentence that helps connect an old
paragraph or idea to a new one. The fact that all the other drivers and I were alone in our cars causes the
congestion that I sit in every day. If you discredit yourself, the reader will wonder why he or she should read
what you wrote. Example 2 The documentary concluded its feature with North Korean soldiers dumping
corpses onto a military truck. Do not do the following in introductory paragraphs Remember, your
introductory paragraph is device that you made to draw the reader in to your essay, and to get them to
understand your thesis statement. You may also see Short Sentence Example. Since so many people start and
end their commutes in the same places that other people start and end their commutes, carpooling is an option.
Every day, millions of commuters are made dizzy by the traffic congestion that plagues American cities,
particularly during morning and afternoon commutes. Say what is mistakenly believed to be true by many
people Literary summary 9. Hook: anecdote Every day, I sit alone in my car and get stuck in traffic on my way
to work. Not only can these transitions help emphasize central ideas in a compare-and-contrast essay, but they
can also help debunk a claim or point out the opposite side of an issue. Why would any news program carry
such gruesome footage? But it also tries to shape your opinion. The trick to doing so is to create a smooth shift
of thoughts by bringing these ideas closer together. Who do you think were the bad guys? In a similar sense,
bridge sentences in writing and speech serve as transitions to connect two similar or opposing ideas together.
This can be a very effective technique for pulling the reader into the essay because most people feel
challenged when someone says what they think is wrong. Now, thirty years later, Sandra looks back to these
memories with tears filling her baby blues. Provide Factual or Historical Background as an Introduction In
defiance of an Supreme Court ruling declaring the Indian Removal Act of unconstitutional, Federal and
Georgian authorities proceeded to force the exodus of fifteen thousand members of the Cherokee Nation from
their homes in Georgia to Oklahoma, hundreds of miles to the west. Chopin reveals this theme through
religious symbolism associated with Calixta as well as the powerful and provocative diction surrounding the
storm, itself. Fortunately, Phillip was not injured. Who were the victims? In order to understand these
preferences, Americans must become familiar with other varieties of rice and their characteristics. Write these
on your graphic organizer.


